LED-Track Spotlight
RIGGIANO Series

From 1993 GRACION started to lead the way
in the field of future lighting technology,
anticipating the lighting developments.We are
dedicated to stability. GRACION offers a suitable
balance between modern lighting design and
economic accessibility. The lighting products
and their visual experiences are designed to
satisfy the customer aesthetically, functionally
and economically.
GRACION provides technology in harmony
with environmental awareness and social
responsibility.GRACION is complying to the
European directives and German standards.

Modern Retai Lighting
Light is the art of selling
Light is attractive
Light is guiding
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We have numerous references from
international brands and companies and will
continue to satisfy GRACION customers.

Gracion Led-Track Spotlight

Lighting Solutions
we are an international company for quality and energy-efficient lighting technologies. the focus is on
the production of the lamps and lichterlebnissen for every industry.the gracion research makes sure
that the future of our major in industry.

Retail

Supermarket

Crafting lighting concepts for retail is a complex

The right light makes food shoppers hungry

task. It involves selecting from a huge range of

for more.Foodstuffs are not the only everyday

products and brands and developing the right

products that need to be attractively presented in a

lighting dramaturgy for them. Other factors that

supermarket. In the drive for energy efficiency and

need to be considered include functionality ,energy

sustainability, "energy-reduced" lighting concepts

consumption optimisation,aesthetics and artistry.

and LED solutions are increasingly making a mark.

Dramatic, focused, color-perfect Gracion lighting
helps motivate customers as never before.

Commercial

Hospitality

The success of a new boutique depends crucially on

The right light is designed to delight your customers.

concept, interior design and lighting solution. As well

Gracion hospitality lighting inspires sophisticated,

as targeted use of general, accent and effect lighting,

relaxing, tailored hospitality spaces and contributes

energy efficiency and economy are increasingly

to simply unforgettable customer experiences.

important topics.Measures that can improve the
energy balance of a lighting installation also reduce
operating costs and thus contribute to commercial
success.
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T55

Overview of
GRACION track spotlight

T49

T27

T54

T53

T50

T56
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RIGGIANO Series

Gracion Led-Track Spotlight

Colour

Colour

For use in retail, commercial, and residential accent lighting applications, designed for

Sophisticated technology,minimalist design,high-performance spotlight, T27 can be used to

the illumination of merchandise or artwork. T55 is track mounted miniature LED spotlight

achieve general lighting,accent lighting or wallwasher illumination.With T27,GRACION offers

fixture with integral driver. Offered in 3000K with a CRI of 90-plus, the fixtures are available

optimal illumination with a discreet appearance for wide range of applications.perfect

in Max36W. Beam spread options include 15 degree, 24 degree, and 36 degree. Fixtures

homogeneity for general lighting and real accents to highlight the merchandise.

are available in white, black.

T55
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T27

Power

Luminous flux

CCT

Light Color

CRI

Beam Angle

Application

Power

Luminous flux

CCT

Light Color

CRI

Beam Angle

Application

36W

3850
3765
3115

3000K

True Color
Real Fashion Color
Crisp Color

90
90
95

15° 22° 40°

fashion shop, showroom, department store,
supermarket, museum, exhibition etc

28W

3020
2850
2450

3000K

True Color
Real Fashion Color
Crisp Color

90
90
95

20° 36°

fashion shop, showroom, department store,
supermarket, museum, exhibition etc
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RIGGIANO Series

Gracion Led-Track Spotlight

Colour

Colour

Sophisticated technology,minimalist design,high-performance spotlight, T54 is track

Sophisticated technology,minimalist design,high-performance spotlight, T53 is track

mounted miniature LED spotlight fixture with integral driver. It offers a choice of outputs,

mounted miniature LED spotlight fixture with integral driver. It offers a choice of outputs,

beam angles, colour rendering options, making it ideal for a range of commercial and retail

beam angles, colour rendering options, making it ideal for a range of commercial and retail

applications.perfect homogeneity for general lighting and real accents to highlight the

applications.perfect homogeneity for general lighting and real accents to highlight the

merchandise.

merchandise.

T54
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T53

Power

Luminous flux

CCT

Light Color

CRI

Beam Angle

Application

Power

Luminous flux

CCT

Light Color

CRI

Beam Angle

Application

20W

2023
1850

3000K

True Color
Real Fashion Color

90
90

15° 22° 30°

fashion shop, showroom, department store,
supermarket, museum, exhibition etc

15W

1300
1300

3000K

True Color
Real Fashion Color

90
90

18° 24° 40°

fashion shop, showroom, department store,
supermarket, museum, exhibition etc
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RIGGIANO Series

Gracion Led-Track Spotlight

Colour

Colour

T49 is a compact, high-performance spotlight that combines minimal size. with

T50 is a compact, high-performance spotlight that combines minimal size. with

T49,GRACION offers optimal illumination with a discreet appearance for wide range

T50,GRACION offers optimal illumination with a discreet appearance for wide range

of applications.perfect homogeneity for general lighting and real accents to highlight

of applications.perfect homogeneity for general lighting and real accents to highlight

the merchandise,can be used to achieve general lighting,accent lighting or wallwasher

the merchandise,can be used to achieve general lighting,accent lighting or wallwasher

illumination.

illumination.

T49

T50

Power

Luminous flux

CCT

Light Color

CRI

Beam Angle

Application

Power

Luminous flux

CCT

Light Color

CRI

Beam Angle

Application

2x14W

2600
2600

3000K

True Color
Real Fashion Color

90
90

2x18°
2x24°
2x40°

fashion shop, showroom, department store,
supermarket, museum, exhibition etc

3x14W

3900
3900

3000K

True Color
Real Fashion Color

90
90

3x18°
3x24°
3x40°

fashion shop, showroom, department store,
supermarket, museum, exhibition etc
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RIGGIANO Series

Gracion Led-Track Spotlight

Colour

For use in retail, commercial, and residential accent lighting applications, designed for
the illumination of merchandise or artwork. T56 is track mounted miniature LED spotlight
fixture with integral driver. Offered in 3000K with a CRI of 90-plus, the fixtures are available
in Max32W. Beam spread options include 18 degree, 24 degree, and 36 degree. Fixtures
are available in white, black.

T56
Power

Luminous flux

CCT

Light Color

CRI

Beam Angle

Application

Max32W

3420
3560
2940

3000K

True Color
Real Fashion Color
Crisp Color

90
90
95

24° 40°

fashion shop, showroom, department store,
supermarket, museum, exhibition etc
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GUANGZHOU GRACION LIGHTING CO.,LTD
Address: South Xinghe 5th RD, 1st Industry Area of Taihe,
Baiyun District, Guangzhou, China
Zip code: 510540
E-mail: gracion@gracion.com.cn
www.gracion.com.cn

Gracion Europe GmbH
Kranhaus 1
Im Zollhafen 18
50678 Köln
Tel +49 (0)221 788 03-0
Fax +49 (0)221 788 03-388
www.gracion-europe.com

2LD.Live in Light!
Avda.de los Pirineos 7 Nave 1B
28703.San Sebastian de los Reyes.Madrid
Tel +34 91 112 34 67
Fax +34 91 179 32 14
www.2ld.es
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